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“Negative results are just what I want. They’re
just as valuable to me as positive results. I can
never find the thing that does the job best until I
find the ones that don’t.” 1

1 “Thomas Edison Quote,” Edisonian, Thomas Edison, accessed July 25,
2020, https://edisonian.weebly.com/quotes.html

Figure 004:
Historic Downtown Overlay (Adapted by author)
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Abstract
Auckland City Council are actively encouraging tall
buildings of up to 400 metres high in the Central
Business District (CBD)2. The changes in the Auckland
Unitary Plan have produced a masterplan that
illustrates a city centre crowded with skyscrapers which
tower above the CBD and dwarf the heritage buildings
below.
In the past, these types of development have
resulted in the demolition of heritage buildings or a
compromise; the controversial technique of facadism
where development retains a token gesture of heritage
in return for a multi-storey tower above3. This results
in the controversial technique of facadism4 where
development retains a token gesture of heritage in
return for a multi-storey tower above.
It is claimed that the logic of an ‘all-glass’ tower
development provides a ‘neutral’ architectural
language that does not conflict with the token heritage
component that is retained5. However, it leaves the city
with a new identity that has little or no architectural
2 Auckland’s Economic Development Strategy, “Auckland’s Economic
Development Strategy”, Auckland Council, accessed July 10, 2020,
https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plans-projects-policiesreports-bylaws/our-plans-strategies/topic-based-plans-strategies/
docseconomicdevelopment/economic-development-strategy-contents-1.
pdf
3 Heritage New Zealand, “Lost Heritage.”, Heritage, accessed June 20,
2020, https://www.heritage.org.nz/the-list/lost-heritage
4 Facadism, “Facadism: when walls talk and lie.”, Archdaily, accessed July
15, 2020, https://www.archdaily.com/929667/facadism-when-walls-talkandlie
5 Architecture and Design, “Facades and Facadism”, Architecture and
Design, accessed July 15, 2020, https://www.architectureanddesign.com.
au/news/industry-news/fa-231-ades-and-fa-231-adism#

heritage to reflect the history of Aotearoa. How can
Auckland’s CBD retain its historic architectural identity
while glass towers proliferate? The cultural identity of
Auckland’s CBD is being slowly eroded a building at a
time, similarly to Theseus’ Ship.
This project explores an alternative way of respecting
heritage while still allowing for development. Based
on international precedents, it investigates different
techniques of designing developments to be built
over and above heritage buildings.
To test the design proposals, three heritage buildings:
Auckland Town Hall, Dilworth Building and Auckland
Railway Station, have been selected with the
hypothetical notion that towers may be built above
them. In the experiment, the ‘control’ design is a simple
glass tower. The possible variables, based on a study
of precedents, are introduced as concept designs and
then refined.
Whether or not the experiment is successful is for
others to judge. The focus of the project is as much
on the technique of the experiment as it is on the final
result. It does not claim to find ideal solution, instead
providing a basis on which to challenge the notion
that glass skyscrapers in some way retain heritage of
both individual buildings and the CBD as a whole.

Figure 005:
Queen Street Identity (Figure by author)
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1. Introduction

Figure 006:
Railway Overlay (Adapted by author)
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Background
When Theseus of Greek mythology returned as a hero
from a great battle, his ship was saved and became a
museum piece. Over decades it decayed, and its parts
continually replaced until the question arose: was it still
Theseus’ Ship?
Identity, in regards to elements, was the philosophical
question of the time and has been questioned for two
and a half millennia to this day. Plato attempted to
answer it in 500BC6 and, as recently as the last decade,
Chompsky continued to question this premise7.
In all the discussions, the focus is identity. When
components of an object get replaced, does it remain
fundamentally the same object? The arguments go
beyond replacing like-for-like (Theseus’ Ship) and
even concern the human body. Every cell in your body
gets replaced since you were born; are you still the
same person?
In this document, I explore the implications of identity
as the built environment continually changes as
new replaces old. In particular, the impact of new
development on heritage buildings in Auckland’s CBD.

6 Plato, Parmenides, trans. N. Fowler Harold (London, England: Harvard
University Press, 1925) 139.
7 Noam Chomsky, Chomsky Notebook, (New York, USA: Columbia
University Press, 2010), 9.

Buildings which possess an importance of age or
design are inherently defined as heritage, many of
these buildings are focused around the central areas
of Auckland City and are demolished for ‘progress’.

Figure 26 illustrates the reasons for the loss of heritage
buildings since 20009. The figure not only demonstrates
the loss of heritage but also indicates the economic,
political and pervasive strength of developers.

Auckland’s CBD also has several heritage buildings that
have been, to one extent or another, partially retained
through various forms of ‘facadism’,8 the preservation
of a part of a façade with a new development built
behind or around it.

The developer’s strength is evident in the compromises
made in Auckland’s CBD where there has been a
dispute over the retention of a heritage building.
“While the act of building a new structure behind a
historic façade may seem altruistic at best, or trivial
at worst, Facadism offers an insight into the moneycentric political and market forces shaping our cities”10
according to Niall Patrick Walsh.

In terms of Theseus’ Ship, this asks the question; while
changing building elements, when does progress
result in the loss of heritage.
Generally, it is a simplification, but there are usually
two sides to this process. On the one hand is the
developer who wishes to amplify the financial return
of a site by maximising floor area and minimising
cost in the process. On the other hand, there are the
conservationists who see historical value in retaining
heritage buildings as monuments.
When new development threatens a heritage building,
there are three possible outcomes: 1) demolition,
2) preservation or 3) an adaption of the two. New
Zealand does not have a good history of preserving
heritage buildings.
8 Jonathan Richards, Facadism, (London, England: Psychology Press,
1994).

As another critic of facades and facadism wrote, “The
real question is how much should be kept while not
making a mockery of the past. Also, while doing so,
not make a mockery of the present.”11

9 “Loss of Heritage,” Heritage New Zealand, accessed July 14, 2020,
https://www.heritage.org.nz/.
10 “Facadism when walls talk and lie,” Archdaily, Niall Patrick Walsh,
accessed July 15, 2020, https://www.archdaily.com/929667/facadismwhen-walls-talk-and-lie
11 “Facades and Facadism,” Architecture & Design, accessed August 3,
2020, https://www.architectureanddesign.com.au/news/industry-news/fa231-ades-and-fa-231-adism#

Figure 007:
Historic Waterfront Overlay (Adapted by author)
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Project Outline
This project explores the ideas of connection, retention
and development of historic buildings. Each of these
ideas influences the development of a high-rise
within an established city. It also explores the modern
reflection of historical elements and interaction of
new and old elements to formulate a cohesive design
outcome.
It will investigate the idea of identity itself and the
impact of the resulting development. As elements of
these historic buildings will be removed, at which point
does this building then lose its identity?
The connection between the retained elements of the
existing building and the development itself is integral
to this project and how the developed mass interacts
with the existing. In order to properly convey the
correct development approach to each building the
experimentation on proportion and scale will inform
the approach taken for each final conceptual design.

Figure 008:
Future Auckland
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Aims and Objectives
The aim of this research is to focus on the character
of each compromise and the hierarchy of building
elements through the adaptive reuse typology, not
to question whether heritage buildings should be
demolished or preserved. The debate of architecture
of facadism has been since the formation of The
Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings (SPAB)
in 187712, the debate is as relevant in Auckland today
as it was over 140 years ago.
In Auckland this debate is particularly relevant as, in
2020, some 10 new high-rise blocks planned within the
CBD13. The lack of vacant sites means that most of these
will result in the demolition (or partial demolition) of
an existing building with a low ‘floor area ratio’. Many
of these existing buildings will have heritage status,
and some form of architectural compromise will likely
result.

The result is an experimental process producing
permutations and not to provide a detailed design.
I accept at the outset that the experiment may be a
failure, at which point the unsuccesful concept will assist
the experimentation process and allow for an outcome
from which highlights the positive approaches to each
building. As Thomas Edison wrote: “Negative results
are just what I want. They’re just as valuable to me as
positive results. I can never find the thing that does the
job best until I find the ones that don’t.”14
To properly explore the approaches of the adaptive
reuse typology, this project will cover multiple sites and
typologies within the boundaries of the city to provide
an overall approach to the architectural problem.

Accepting the fact that there will need to be a
compromise solution, the aim is to investigate and
experiment with different permutations of possible
built forms where a heritage building can be retained,
to a degree, while inserting a tower in juxtaposition.

12 “William Morris & Philip Webb,” SPAB, accessed July 14, 2020, https://
www.spab.org.uk/about-us/william-morris-philip-webb.
13 “Auckland, New Zealand,” The Skyscraper Centre, accessed June 24,
2020, https://www.skyscrapercenter.com/city/Auckland.

14 “Thomas Edison Quote,” Edisonian, Thomas Edison, accessed July 25,
2020, https://edisonian.weebly.com/quotes.html

Figure 009:
Town Hall Twist (Figure by author)
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How can Auckland’s central business district retain its historic architectural identity while glass towers proliferate?

Figure 010:

Research Question

Auckland City Overlay (Adapted by author)
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Scope and Limitations
This project is research into the adaptive reuse
typology specifically in regards to the development
from low-rise to high-rise. The intention is to design
an approach to a variety of buildings resulting in a
conceptual design focusing on mass and interaction
between old and new.

The resulting development will utilise the constraints
of the existing building to inform the mass and scale
of the conceptual design. The focus is to experiment
with the 3D form and resulting architectural language
rather than the floor plan and structural layout of a
specific case.

The investigation into finding the right site is limited
to the boundaries of Auckland’s CBD. An appropriate
location will contain a building(s) which have low floor
to area ratio and have a historic significance.

The development of the existing buildings must
conform to the following categories; size, location,
site/building conditions, and immediate context.

To solely design a high-rise building is not the intention
but rather to develop various parts of a significant
building. The chosen site can then be a basis for a
unique design solution through the retention and
rejuvenation of existing architectural elements.

The site and its restrictions will impact the project in
the following aspects; sunlight, shade, scale, shape,
view shafts, building typology and public interaction.

This design will not focus on construction or
deconstruction processes, instead it will focus on a
conceptual design approach to specific buildings.
The chosen buildings will have different typologies to
formulate new developments over a range of building
uses and locations. The development will focus on the
typologies required for the growth of that section of
Auckland City.

Figure 011:
Auckland’s Projected Development
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State of Knowledge
Architectural influence informs the public throughout
every part of their day to day lives. The history,
development and economic growth of a city is defined
by the buildings which shape it.
The recent economic growth of Auckland City has seen
iconic buildings which define the urban landscape
continuously changing, (as shown in figure 12) through
growth and development, historical elements of the
young architectural history in New Zealand are lost.15
The development has become a compromise to
inherently formulate a lost language of New Zealand’s
architectural landscape.

15 Heritage New Zealand, “Lost Heritage.”, Heritage, accessed June 20,
2020, https://www.heritage.org.nz/the-list/lost-heritage

Auckland City, like many other cities in the world, is
facing a sizeable economic pressure to develop low
and medium-rise buildings to utilise the potential
of the site within the urban context. Ken Yeang in
Reinventing the Skyscraper describes it as “many of the
worlds predominantly low and medium-rise cities such
as London are in the process of transforming into high
density, high rise living and working environments.”16
These developments are as a result of the economic
impacts on the city, as Yeang continues to describe,
“contemporary lifestyles and the increasing combined
pressures of urbanisation and population growth on
our cities demand a redefining of our conventional
perceptions of working and living in high-rise structures
in the city.”17
The urbanisation and vertical development within
the city have resulted in the existing buildings within
the city at risk of demolition. The designs of the past
continuously influence architecture, although new
architectural designs may reference these elements.

16 Ken Yeang, Reinventing the Skyscraper, A Vertical Theory of Urban
Design (Great Britain: Wiley-Academy, 2002) 9.
17 Ken Yeang, Reinventing the Skyscraper, A Vertical Theory of Urban
Design (Great Britain: Wiley-Academy, 2002) 9.

The new high-rise designs of the city have the
opportunity to retain these physical elements. Angelus
Eisinger describes this perception as “the city of the
future is rooted in the city of the present”18 In city as
a loft, Adaptive Reuse as a Resource for Sustainable
Urban Development.
As the continuous progression of architecture defines
new areas of space, the restoration of historical
architectural buildings is no longer paramount, due to
the battle for available space.
The ability to create a form from the reuse of an existing
building allows for reference to familiar elements of the
urban landscape, while still creating a development
according to the needs of a modern city. As Walter
Gruyter explains in Adaptive Reuse: Extending the
Lives of Buildings “Replicated structures exist as new
structures through the reuse of the existing ones as
symbols.”19

18 Angelus Eisinger, “The social value of transformation” in City as Loft,
Adaptive Reuse as a Resource for Sustainable Urban Development,
(Switzerland: Lecturis BV, Eindhoven, 2012) 67.
19 Walter de Gruyter, Adaptive Reuse: Extending the Lives of Buildings,
(Switzerland: Birkhauser Verlag GmbH, 2017), 230.

The increase of popularity and necessity of the
adaptive reuse typology has created the opportunity
for innovative and distinctive interaction with the
architectural form. Henry Plummer describes it as, “we
are invited to respond creatively to architecture, rather
than react passively to it directives”20 In his book The
Experience of Architecture.
David Kincaid outlines the necessity of the adaptive
reuse typology as “the origins of the process of any
single case of adaption lie simply in the existence of a
building that is no longer fully needed for the functions
it originally performed or was intended to perform”21
in his book ADAPTING BUILDINGS FOR CHANGING
USES, Guidelines for Changing the Use Refurbishment.

20 Henry Plummer, The Experience of Architecture, (Australia: Thames
and Hudson LTD, 2016), 8.
21 . David Kincaid, ADAPTING BUILDINGS FOR CHANGING USES
Guidelines for Changing the Use Refurbishment, (London, England:
Spon Press, 2002) 10.

Figure 012:
Building New and Old
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Figure 013:

New Home for Warren & Mahoney

Figure 014:
The Future is Now

Figure 015:
Building Upon the Cities Streets and Laneways

Figure 016:
The Elegant Oasis

The adaptive reuse strategy formulated many
different approaches.22 Each of the main precedents
within Australasia has elements of the adaptive reuse
typology, they have been innovative to the existing
building, but as with many of my examples through
the adaptive reuse of the building, development loses
many historic qualities.
Mason Brothers on 139 Pakenham Street West in
Auckland City (as shown in figure 13) is a development
within the structure of the existing building, the
utilisation of the envelope formulates a skeletal frame
boundary from which the new building resides. This
building plays with form and materiality to emphasise
the disconnection between elements of new and old.23
Deloitte building, in lower Queen Street of Auckland
City (as shown in figure 14) utilises the existing building
situated within the developments site. Three facades
of the Jean Batten building were retained within the
new developments after initial plans were fought off
by the Historic Places Trust because the development
planned to demolish the existing building. As with
many adaptive reuse buildings, this is seen as a
compromise.24
22 Henson Architects, “Benefits of Adaptive Reuse”, Henson Architects,
accessed August 24, 2019, https://www.hensonarchitect.com/benefits-ofadaptive-reuse
23 New home for Warren & Mahoney, “Render of the former Mason
Bros building in the Innovation Precinct”, ArchitectureNow, accessed
July 21, 2020, https://architecturenow.co.nz/articles/new-home-forwarrenmahoney/
24 The Future is Now, “View of the Deloitte Centre at 80 Queen Street”,
Trend Ideas, accessed July 21, 2020, https://craft.trendsideas.com/
gallery/stories/the-future-is-now-1/96961-view-of-the-deloitte-centreat-80-queenstreet-which-features-environmentally-sustainable-designinitiativessuch-as-a-double-skin-facade-to-reduce-the-need-for-heatingandcooling-and-has-incorporated-the-70-yr-old-jean-batten-building

Quay Quarter Tower on 50 Bridge Street in Sydney
Australia (as shown in figure 15) is a high-rise which
retains the structural elements of the existing AMP
Tower, this allows for quicker construction of the tower
and an environmental approach to development
through the deconstruction of an existing building. The
new design enhances the existing functional typology
of the AMP Tower and develops the potential of the
building through additional site coverage, floor space
and vertical development. However, this building
similarly to SKHY apartments utilises the structure but
provides no reference to the building which previously
resided.25
Skhy Apartments on Khyber Pass Road in Auckland
(as shown in figure 16) utilises the existing structure
of the previous building to redevelop into modern
apartments. Within the new development, the
building enhances the current structural system while
developing the floor plan layout and typology to
formulate a modern holistic development. Externally
the building expresses structure from which originated,
although providing no reference to the façade of the
existing building, loosing that element of the building’s
identity.26

25 Building upon the city’s streets and laneways, “Quay Quarter
Renders”, Aspect Studios, accessed July 21, 2020, https://www.aspectstudios.com/project/quay-quarter/
26 The elegant oasis, “Leafy Urban Park” from Architecture Now,
accessed July 21, 2020, https://architecturenow.co.nz/articles/the-elegantoasis/#img=7
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Methods
The design process will cover seven phases:
1

Research into the architectural landscape
of Auckland City.

2

Research into Theseus’s Ship and the
philosophical implications of the identity
of a building.

3

Establish specific sites and buildings.

4

Analyse the existing buildings in regards to
form typology and development potential.

5

Propose conceptual designs.

6

Analyse the conceptual designs.

7

Redevelop the conceptual design to
formulate a single design approach to
each building.

This project will explore the development of significant
buildings through iterative design processes.
Theseus’s Ship will help define the process of gradual
identity loss27 for each of the existing buildings and
how much of the building gets retained within the
conceptual designs. The issues of lost identity through
development will be the focus for each of the sites
chosen.
An analysis of the Theseus’s Ship philosophical question
will provide analysis to the deconstruction of removal
of the existing elements. The resulting ideas of identity
will inform a hierarchy of architectural elements to
formulate an assemblage of critical design factors to
influence development.
The architectural landscape of Auckland City will divide
into sections of typologies and development areas.
The analysis of growth areas within the city will be the
focus for the sites of this project, alternating typologies
will allow for a series of design approaches through
different eras, areas and development potential sites.28

27 “Identity, Persistence, and the Ship of Theseus,” Faculty Washington,
accessed July 28, 2020, https://faculty.washington.edu/smcohen/320/
theseus.html
28 Ali Sayigh, Sustainable High-Rise Buildings in Urban Zones:
Advantages, Challenges, and Global Case Studies, (Cham, Switzerland:
Springer. 2017).

The establishment of each of these sites will then need to
be analysed to formulate each design driver according
to the specific site requirements, inherently informing
the development approaches and constraints.29
Analysis of the building’s typology will allow for an
informed approach to the deconstruction or retention
of architectural elements. This building analysis can
then also inform the development itself through the
application of these elements to the development
through mass and scale, symmetry and proportion,
materiality and decoration.30
The conceptual designs use design drivers to formulate
the design and then developed using a theoretical
approach, outlined within the design process section,
a series of these conceptual approaches will create an
exploratory approach to the adaptive reuse typology
of each site.
These conceptual approaches will then be analysed
and compared to resolve the problems for each
building and site. This comparison of these concepts
will then be analysed to inform the potential for a
better design outcome.

29 Guy Marriage, Tall: The Design and Construction of High-Rise
Architecture, (New York, USA: Routledge. 2020).
30 ICOMOS New Zealand Charter for the Conservation of Places of
Cultural Heritage Value, (Auckland, NZ: ICOMOS New Zealand. 1993).
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Research Results
The current approach to the architectural landscape
within Auckland City has a focus upon the development
potential rather than the risk of damage to the historic
environment and identity.31 The architectural approach
mitigates these negative compromises in the economic
growth of Auckland City. The architecture responds to
the formal analysis of the existing historical landscape
and specific historic buildings inhabiting each site.
A formal review of the current adaptive reuse typology
allows for an application to the development scale
created from the Theseus’s Ship philosophical idea
of identity32 through the culmination of elements.
Analysis of the Adaptive Reuse typology formulated
the architectural design approach and resulting design
guidelines.
The issue of the current adaptive Reuse design
approaches became apparent when developing the
design guidelines from the existing adaptive reuse
precedent analysis. The challenge of responding to
the existing building while utilising the potential of
development within each site33 is the focus for each
design while retaining the identity of the existing
building and applying the guidelines defined by
Theseus’s Ship and adaptive reuse precedents.

31 Heritage New Zealand, “Lost Heritage.”, Heritage, accessed June 20,
2020, https://www.heritage.org.nz/the-list/lost-heritage
32 “Vita Thesei, 22-23,” Faculty Washington, Plutarch, accessed June 22,
2020, https://faculty.washington.edu/smcohen/320/theseus.html
33 ICOMOS New Zealand Charter for the Conservation of Places of
Cultural Heritage Value, (Auckland, NZ: ICOMOS New Zealand. 1993).

Figure 017:
Auckland Rivers Overlay (Adapted by author)
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2. Project Context

Figure 018:
Auckland Rivers Overlay Detail (Adapted by author)
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Theseus’s Ship
“The ship wherein Theseus and the youth of Athens
returned had thirty oars, and was preserved by
the Athenians down even to the time of Demetrius
Phalereus, for they took away the old planks as they
decayed, putting in new and stronger timber in their
place, insomuch that this ship became a standing
example among the philosophers, for the logical
question of things that grow; one side holding that the
ship remained the same, and the other contending
that it was not the same.”34

“Upon those who step into the same rivers,
different and again different waters flow”35
35 “Heraclitus Greek Philosopher,” Britannica, Heraclitus,
accessed June 24, 2020, https://www.britannica.com/biography/
Heraclitus

34 “Vita Thesei, 22-23,” Faculty Washington, Plutarch, accessed June 22, 2020,
https://faculty.washington.edu/smcohen/320/theseus.html

“In like manner, if two or more atoms be joined together into the
same mass, every one of those atoms will be the same, by the
foregoing rule: and whilst they exist united together, the mass,
consisting of the same atoms, must be the same mass, or the
same body, let the parts be ever so differently jumbled. But if
one of these atoms be taken away, or one new one added, it is
no longer the same mass, or the same body.”36
36 Roger Arie and Eric Watkins, Modern Philosophy, (USA: Hackett Publishing Company,
2009), 368.

“The first opinion [matter as the exclusive principle of individuation]
implies that, because of the perpetual change of matter in the human
body, the person who commits a crime would not be the same person as
is punished; nor would it be the same commonwealth which passes laws
in one century, and repeals them in the next – which would undermine
the whole institution of human law-giving.”37
37 Thomas Hobbes, De Corpore, (London, England: Oxford University Press, 1655), 1.
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This project requires an inherent investigation of the
identity of a building, how do we define identity and
the applications to the built environment. It’s known
that the architectural identity of a city defines how the
world perceives the country.
New Zealand’s cities are defined a short history
which presents as a wide variety of aged buildings
and very new high-rises.38 The high-rises cluster the
skylines of New Zealand’s major cities formulating an
iconic identity which is widely known and recognised
throughout the world.
The Sky Tower and Harbour Bridge inform Auckland
City’s identity, both of which are being dwarfed by
the developments of recent years, through these
developments how can we retain an identity of the
city as a whole?
Many philosophers have explored the idea of Theseus’s
Ship throughout time. An assemblage of elements
forming an object and a resulting identity has been
analysed and applied to various aspects of design.39

38 David McGill, and Grant Tilly, In Praise of Older Buildings. (Auckland,
NZ: Methuen NZ. 1980).
39 “Identity, Persistence, and the Ship of Theseus,” Faculty Washington,
accessed July 28, 2020, https://faculty.washington.edu/smcohen/320/
theseus.html

Plutarch, a Greek philosopher, was one of the first
recorded people to approach the idea of identity.
He questioned identity and the space between old
and new. Regarding Theseus’s Ship, he exclaimed
the challenge: does the remaining monument retain
the identity of the original ship if elements of the
original ship get removed? If so, does the rebuilt ship
still keep the same identity when all parts eventually
get replaced? These questions begin to develop
a widening gap between original and new which is
where this research further explores.
Another approach suggests that if these removed
elements form an additional ship, which would be
the original? And, would both hold the identity of
Theseus’s Ship?
The applications of identity can also influence many
other elements. John Locke40 explores the idea of loss
of identity through the exploration of mass. If a mass
formulated from atoms has a single identity, then if an
atom gets replaced, does the mass expresses a new
identity. Thomas Hobbes41 explores a similar approach
to the idea of identity through elements. He exclaims
the idea that because of the continual development
of the human body, a person from which commits a
crime would not be the same person which would
serve punishment.
40 Roger Arie and Eric Watkins, Modern Philosophy, (USA: Hackett
Publishing Company, 2009), 368.
41 Thomas Hobbes, De Corpore, (London: Oxford University Press,
1655), 1.

Regarding the application to architecture, the theory
of Theseus’s Ship implicates many design approaches
to many different buildings. The idea of identity
formulates connection between the inhabiting
population and the built environment surrounding
them.
The Barcelona Pavilion as an example was built in 1929
to be demolished only a year later and rebuilt in 1986.42
Is this new version of the same building retaining the
same identity of the original? Is it the same building?
If so, what defines the architecture, is the identity of
the building determined by the form, function, context
and materiality, or is it determined by something else.
The Japanese culture also inherently incorporates
these ideas within their development, the Golden
Temple in Kyoto, similar to many other temples, has
previously been reconstructed to formulate a ‘new
building’ while retaining the existing identity.43 Does
the continual development of a building change its
identity? In a bid to maintain the historical identities of
buildings do they need to be continually developed?

42 Roger Arie and Eric Watkins, Modern Philosophy, (USA: Hackett
Publishing Company, 2009).
43 Ben Simmons, David E. Young, Tan Michiko, Young Michiko, and Tan
Yew Hong. The Art of Japanese Architecture. (Tokyo, Japan: Tuttle Pub.
2007).

Figure 019:
Theseus’s Ship Identity (Adapted by author)
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The exploration and application of Theseus’s Ship
informed the issue of building identity, connection,
development and typology. Each of these elements
will inform the development of these historic buildings.
Figure 20 identifies the different elements to the
theoretical paradox. Through analysis of Theseus’s
Ship, a range of subcategories were defined, two main
elements were the Theseus’s paradox and resulting
spatio-temporal continuity and identity and the
resulting definitions.

The fundamentals of the Theseus paradox are:
1

The removal of elements informs the loss
of identity.

2

The combination of specific elements
defines the essence and identity.

3

Can the original mass and the combination
of elements formulate different identities?

4

Is the identity continuously changing?

The fundamentals of identity are:
1

The loss of identity.

2

Is it the same if it’s not the same?

These fundamentals of Theseus’s Ship can implicate
the adaptive reuse of historic buildings. The application
to a building will take a similar approach to each of
these ideas, and are defined through figure 18 on the
next page.
Each building identity is formulated through the
assemblage of elements to create a mass.
Through the development of a historic building, the
retention of architectural elements will formulate a
new identity.
The utilisation of existing elements within the
development will formulate a connection to an existing
building.
When looking at the development of these historic
buildings, the question remains, how can you utilise
existing architectural elements for retaining the identity
of a building?
Alternatively; can the development create a new
identity regarding the historical elements? Can
removed components be utilised within the new
development? Or can the development utilise
techniques to emphasise the aspects which formulate
the identity of the existing building?

Figure 020:
Theseus’s Ship Analysis (Figure by author)
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While the ship was repaired piece by piece,44 the
illustration (figure 21) shows different degrees of this
removal process and applied to the process of taking a
building apart, allowing for a range of adaptive reuse
developments.
As elements are removed the identity of the building
is lost, resulting in the top of the graph being the ideal
approach to an adaptive reuse project, and the lower
area of the graph being the worst approaches.

The upper end of the scale covers a more creative
design approach which is more respectful in regards
to the existing building landscape.
Restoration of the existing building retains the identity
through the existing elements; the combination
of reconstruction and development allows for an
enhancement of the typology of the building while
preserving the existing.

Restoration and demolition are the two extremes of
development in regards to a historic building.

Partial demolition of the building will allow for more
significant development depending on the site in
question.

As shown in figure 18, a range of development
approaches defines the scale of development,
formulated from the Theseus’s Ship theoretical
approach of retaining identity through the culmination
of elements.

Another design approach would be to retain the
buildings internal layout and structure, resulting in the
retention of the internal identity, while developing the
external elements of the building and formulating a
new façade design.

The current Auckland landscape of adaptive reuse
buildings is predominantly retention of the façade
with a few buildings which retain the structure; both
of these design approaches are toward the end of the
scale. This approach is effective of retaining the historic
elements of the external, although results in the loss of
significant internal design elements.

Splitting the site would allow for elements of the
existing building, which may be seen as necessary in
regards to the overall current building identity to be
retained and restored. In contrast, other elements of
the site are free for development.

44 “Vita Thesei, 22-23,” Faculty Washington, Plutarch, accessed June 22,
2020, https://faculty.washington.edu/smcohen/320/theseus.html

The remaining approaches are what we currently see
within the adaptive reuse typology in Auckland City.
They are; retention of the structure in regards to façade
and layout development, preservation of the façade
within the new development, or complete demolition
of the existing.
The current approach to development doesn’t retain
the buildings whole identity, instead just the external
perception of the building. Reuse of heritage buildings
should allow for a viewer to understand old vs new
and how they developed. Losing a facade loses that
for the people who experience only the city scape. As
Branko Mitrovic defines it in Philosophy for Architects;
“A thing consists of form and matter, whereby ‘form’
is understood as essence, not just the shape of that
thing”45

45 Branko Mitrovic, Philosophy for Architects (New York, USA: Princeton
Architectural Press, 2011), 49.

Figure 021:
Theseus’s Ship Application (Figure by author)
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Architectural Landscape
Auckland mimics a grid-like structure of roading, with
major arterial routes formulating a border around the
city. The city is landlocked on the other side, by the
Waitemata harbour forming a prominent waterfront
skyline.
Connection to the city is predominantly through ferry,
train and motor vehicle; these borders imposed on the
city means that the value of each site is significantly
increasing through the economic development of
Auckland.

Developments within the city have a predominant
focus on the maximum development potential of each
site, innovative design and surrounding development
of the immediate infrastructure has moved the
attention towards the people who inhabit the city and
away from the vehicles which previously defined the
cities layout.49

The Queen Street axis is the location for the majority of
Auckland’s historic buildings.46 This area has the most
development potential of the city,47 resulting in these
buildings being at risk of demolition to make way for
these high-rise developments.48

46 Auckland Heritage Building Map, Heritage NZ, accessed June 24,
2020. https://www.heritage.org.nz/the-list
47 Auckland’s Economic Development Strategy, Auckland Council,
accessed July 10, 2020, https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plansprojects-policiesreports-bylaws/our-plans-strategies/topic-based-plansstrategies/docseconomicdevelopment/economic-development-strategycontents-1.pdf
48 Loss of Heritage Table, Heritage NZ, accessed July 1, 2020. https://
www.heritage.org.nz/the-list/lost-heritage

49 Auckland’s Economic Development Strategy, Auckland Council,
accessed July 10, 2020, https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plansprojects-policiesreports-bylaws/our-plans-strategies/topic-based-plansstrategies/docseconomicdevelopment/economic-development-strategycontents-1.pdf

Figure 022:
Auckland Connection (Adapted by author)
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As shown in the previous development of the city in
figure 23, Auckland has had a progressive development
of high-rise buildings until the early 2,000’s.50 At that
time the development spike is directly contributed to
the population boost within Auckland.

The second cluster of development within Auckland
consisted of The Dilworth Building, Auckland Civic
Theatre and Grand Central Station, this period of
design development is situated in between 1927 and
1930.

Auckland has previously shown significant growth
in regards to the large-scale buildings, resulting in
Auckland council investing a large amount of money
into the infrastructure of the city.51

The third cluster within recent times was during the
early 2000s with the development of the Auckland
Skytower, Vero Building and the rejuvenation of
Britomart.

In recent years we have seen a similar trend with
the approval of many infrastructural developments
by the New Zealand government, the approval
of these developments allows the focus to be on
the redevelopment of the urban landscape and
infrastructure.52

Auckland is currently moving into the fourth cluster
of growth with the most substantial amount of
development approval as seen previously within
Auckland.

Victoria Park, Auckland Town Hall and the Auckland
Ferry Building were all designed and built between
1911 and 1912; this is the first cluster of building
development within Auckland City.53
50 The Register, Heritage NZ, accessed June 24, 2020. https://www.
heritage.org.nz/the-list
51 Auckland City Possible Development, “Unitary Plan research
paper: City Centre Zone”, Auckland Council, accessed June 24,
2020. https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plans-projects-policiesreportsbylaws/our-plans-strategies/unitary-plan/history-unitary-plan/
documentssection32reportproposedaup/appendix-3-6-4.pdf
52 How the City Rail Link will transform Auckland, Auckland Council,
accessed June 25, 2020. https://ourauckland.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/
articles/news/2016/09/how-the-city-rail-link-willtransform-auckland/
53 Peter Shaw, Robin Morrison, and Paul McCredie. A History of New
Zealand Architecture. 3rd ed. (Auckland, NZ: Hodder Moa Beckett. 2003).

Figure 023:
Auckland Development Scale (Adapted by author)
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The significant population growth of Auckland, as
shown in figure 24, has also demonstrated a boost in
developments regarding residential buildings within
the city.
The steady population growth of the 1800s and early
to mid-1900’s allowed for the development of the
urban landscape to continue at a gradual pace, and
the resulting progress being able to meet the needs of
the growing typologies.54
In recent years, with the growth of 1,000,000 people
in the last 20 years,55 the housing and infrastructure
no longer fits the population requirements. Continual
development of the city no longer meets the boost of
population and resulting typology requirements.
Also, with Auckland city as a whole currently going
through a housing crisis, the push for a living city is
becoming more critical with a large number of the
population wanting to move into the city for both
work and living.56

54 The List, Heritage NZ, accessed June 24, 2020. https://www.heritage.
org.nz/the-list
55 Census 2018, Stuff, accessed August 24, 2020, https://www.stuff.co.nz/
national/politics/116005822/census-2018-new-zealandpopulation-islarger-and-more-diverse
56 Census 2018, Stuff, accessed August 24, 2020, https://www.stuff.co.nz/
national/politics/116005822/census-2018-new-zealandpopulation-islarger-and-more-diverse

Figure 024:
Auckland Population and High Rises (Adapted by author)
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Auckland’s population is projected to grow to nearly 2
million by the year 2028, and with significant growth
in population comes to a substantial increase in
supporting facilities.57

The Auckland City CBD also has 20% of Auckland’s
scheduled heritage buildings.60

The City Rail Link will have a large capacity, allowing
for the transport of an additional 26,000 people per
hour.58
Additional development in regards to the movement
of people into the city helps assist the growth of city
living with a large number of people moving into the
city over the last few years.59
The city has also seen growth regarding the retail
spend per year to over $1.8 Billion in flagship brands
and specialist retail.
The change and movement of people within the city
has also seen the number of people utilising public
areas such as Queen Street doubling.

57 Census 2018, Stuff, accessed August 24, 2020, https://www.stuff.co.nz/
national/politics/116005822/census-2018-new-zealandpopulation-islarger-and-more-diverse
58 How the City Rail Link will transform Auckland, Auckland Council,
accessed June 25, 2020. https://ourauckland.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/
articles/news/2016/09/how-the-city-rail-link-willtransform-auckland/
59 Auckland’s Economic Development Strategy, Auckland Council,
accessed July 10, 2020, https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plansprojects-policiesreports-bylaws/our-plans-strategies/topic-based-plansstrategies/docseconomicdevelopment/economic-development-strategycontents-1.pdf

60 The List, Heritage NZ, accessed June 24, 2020. https://www.heritage.
org.nz/the-list

Figure 025:
Auckland Statistics (Adapted by author)
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Projected Auckland Development
In 2016, Auckland Council produced its updated unitary
plans. As a result, the current projected development
will change the urban landscape and the resulting city
skyline.
The current urban environment is based around the
formation of a valley above queen street, as opposed
to the city’s new development controls (as shown in
figure 26).
In figure 26 the development zone is based around
Queen Street, many of the historic buildings located
within this area are at risk of being demolished as a
result of evolution.
Some sections of the development controls allow for
a height plane restricted at 400 meters tall, although
the resulting towers would be limited to a small floor
plan.61
The view shaft restrictions surrounding the city are
still in place, making a smaller constrained area of
development and resulting in an increased likelihood
of development in the future.

61 Auckland City Possible Development, “Unitary Plan research
paper: City Centre Zone”, Auckland Council, accessed June 24,
2020. https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plans-projects-policiesreportsbylaws/our-plans-strategies/unitary-plan/history-unitary-plan/
documentssection32reportproposedaup/appendix-3-6-4.pdf

Figure 026:
Unitary Plan City Centre Zone
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3. Historic Architecture

Figure 027:
Historic Waterfront
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Historic Analysis
As shown in figure 28 on the previous page, Queen
Street had a rich architectural history. These low-rise
buildings defined the city through varying heights
of buildings, rhythm of fenestration, proportions of
elevations, architectural detailing, depth of the reveals,
cornicing, string courses, arches and verandas.62
The facades defined the streets of Auckland City
and formed an identity to connect the public to the
surrounding architecture. Development saw the
removal of many of these buildings with almost no
retention of the historical identity.63

Figure 25 shows the current Auckland City historic
landscape. The cluster focus shows the importance of
Queen Street for historic building development; many
of these buildings integrated within the development
of adaptive reuse buildings. The size and prominence
of the historic buildings, means that many have had a
large amount of the building removed to make way
for new developments.64

Other significant buildings scattered throughout
the city have been able to retain their identity with
developments consisting of the reconstruction of
elements for the building to remain. Through the
changes of Auckland’s unitary plan and zoning
constraints, these areas within the cities fringe are now
also at risk of development.

62 Peter Shaw, Robin Morrison, and Paul McCredie, A History of New
Zealand Architecture 3rd ed. (Auckland, NZ: Hodder Moa Beckett. 2003).
63 Lost Heritage, Heritage NZ, accessed July 1, 2020. https://www.
heritage.org.nz/the-list/lost-heritage

64 The List, Heritage NZ, accessed June 24, 2020. https://www.heritage.
org.nz/the-list

Figure 028:
Auckland Heritage Building Map (Adapted by author)
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Figure 29 illustrates the reason for the loss of heritage
between 2000 and 2020. Many of the lost heritage
building are as a result of compromised redevelopments
where Heritage New Zealand are persuaded into a
partial or full demolition and redevelopment.
Due to their age, a small number of buildings are lost
due to uncontrollable events as shown in the graph,
fire being the second largest and are sometimes as a
result of arson.
Many people involved within the construction industry
see the heritage rankings as a limitation to the
development of a modern city, although providing a
platform for the protection of the architectural history
and identity.65

65 “heritage- how does it mix with development,” Planning Plus, Jo
Michalakis, accessed July 10, 2020. https://www.planningplus.co.nz/post/
heritage-how-does-it-mix-with-development

Figure 029:
Loss of Heritage Table (Adapted by author)
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4. Highrise Architecture

Figure 030:
Auckland City Development
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Highrise Analysis
High-rise development within Auckland City is as
a result of the economic value of the landscape
surrounding the Waitemata harbour and ports which
line the coast. The shoreline of this area has previously
been the hub of trading and development from the
initial settlements of Auckland, this historic base has
seen a large amount of architectural progression
with the confines of the city being on the forefront of
development. 66
The result of the historic development within this
area has seen the land required for the high-rise
development occupied by the architectural forms now
defined as Auckland’s historical landscape.
As shown in Figure 31, Auckland’s current development
spans across large sections of the city, the predominant
areas of development are currently focused upon
three areas; Wynyard quarter, the Queen Street axis
and Grafton gully. The Queen Street axis, which is the
main area of development, was also the focus area of
the historical developments previously.

1 – Orams Marine Village

13 – 58 Albert Street

2 – One55 Fanshawe Street

14 – 46 Albert Street - Even Hotel and Office

3 – Americas Cup Bases

15 – Commercial Bay

4 – Sofitel Wynyard Quarter

16 – Ferry Terminal Development

5 – Park Hyatt Wynyard Quarter

17 – One Queen Street

6 – The International Convention Centre

18 – The Pacifica

7 – Horizon Hotel

19 – Seascape

8 – Civic Quarter Apartment Development

20 – The International

9 – One Market Square Hotel

21 – Student Space - Auckland Uni

10 – 65 Federal Street

22 – Engineering - Auckland Uni

11 – CRL Aotea Square

23 – Student Accommodation - Auckland Uni

12 – Elliot Street Tower - NDG Tower

24 – Student Accommodation - Auckland Uni

66 Historic Waterfront, Our Auckland, accessed July 10, 2020. https://
ourauckland.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/articles/news/2018/9/images-showaucklandsstunning-transformation/

Figure 031:
Auckland City Development (Adapted by author)
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5. Adaptive Reuse

Figure 032:
Auckland Scale Render
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Adaptive Reuse Analysis
Adaptive reuse allows for the reconstruction of
the existing historic buildings which occupy the
predominant areas of development in Auckland
City. The combination of new and old elements also
provides the opportunity for the existing buildings to
enhance the architectural identity.

Auckland existing adaptive landscape:
1

Mason Brothers

2

City Works Depot

During disputes ending in a compromise between the
developers and Heritage New Zealand, both parties
usually claim a victory,67 while the question remains,
has Auckland won or lost.

3

400 Queen Street

4

St James Theatre

The current reinventions of the historic buildings see a
large portion removed to make way for the resulting
modern architectural impact, the retention of heritage
facades is the current nominal approach while other
important heritage elements are lost within the new
intervention.

5

Queens Rise

6

Auckland Art Gallery

7

39 Symonds Street

Adaptive Reuse provides the opportunity for an
intervention which retains and develops the elements
which defined the architectural landscape from which
the Auckland CBD was founded.

8

Deloitte Building

9

Imperial Building

10

Peddle Thorp Offices

11

The Northern Club

12

The International

67 Auckland’s Economic Development Strategy, Auckland Council,
accessed November 26, 2019, https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plansprojects-policies-reports-bylaws/ourplans-strategies/topic-based-plansstrategies/docseconomicdevelopment/economic-developmentstrategycontents-1.pdf

Figure 033:
Adaptive Reuse Landscape (Adapted by author)
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Figure 034:
Mason Brothers Building Scores 5 Stars

Figure 035:
City Works depot

Figure 036:
400 Queen Street

Figure 037:
St James Suites

Figure 038:
Queens Rise Dining Precinct

Figure 039:
Auckland Art Gallery

The Mason Brothers building is the development of
a historic brick building utilised as a skeletal structure
and as shown in figure 34, the development forms as
a contrasting structure within this existing envelope.68
City Works Depot is the utilisation of the existing
building through the repurposing of the original
typology. However, through development, the City
Works Depot has retained and modernised with a
split-site utilisation of offices and food outlets within
the restrictions of the existing buildings. Figure 35
shows the modernisation of the existing built form and
materiality, plus the change in typologies.69

St James development has seen the demolition of
three prominent historic buildings with the retention
of the existing bell tower and theatre room within the
development of the high-rise structure. As shown in
figure 37, these retained elements, although seen as a
prominent part of the building, are a minimal amount
of the existing.71
Queens Rise is another high-rise development, as seen
in figure 38. This development sees the restoration of
the original building with a hexagonal area removed
for the high-rise to impact the existing. The setback and
different shape of the tower development formulates a
disconnection between forms.72

400 Queen Street retains significant elements of the
existing historic building within the development of
the high-rise structure. Retention and restoration of
the existing building are limited to the façade and a
small extent of the internal area. This development is
also set back from the street, as shown in figure 36.70

Auckland Art Museum retains a significant corner site
frontage with an additional development towards the
rear of the building, through form and materiality
these buildings create a contrasting disconnection
from each other as shown in figure 39.73

68 Mason Brothers building scores 5 Stars, NZGBC, accessed July 26,
2020, https://www.nzgbc.org.nz/membership/Story?Action=View&Story_
id=327
69 City Works Depot, Innovative Glass, accessed July 26, 2020, http://
innovativeglass.co.nz/case-studies/entry/city-works-depot/
70 400 Queen Street, One Roof Commercial, accessed July 26, 2020,
https://www.oneroof.co.nz/396-queen-street-aucklandcentral-aucklandcity-auckland-1356154

71 St James Suites, Paul Brown Architects, accessed July 26, 2020, http://
www.paulbrownarchitects.co.nz/our-projects/st-jamesresidences/
72 Queens rise Dining Precinct, Colliers, accessed July 26, 2020. https://
www.colliers.co.nz/en-NZ/Properties/queens-rise-dining-precincttenancy-for-lease/NZL-t7-level-1-125-queenstreet-auckland-cbd-citycentre-auckland-city-auckland/NZL67003184
73 Auckland Art Gallery, Auckland Council, accessed July 26,
2020, https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/arts-culture-heritage/
arts/art-centres-galleries-theatres/Pages/Auckland-Art-Gallery-ToiOT%C4%81maki.aspx
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Figure 040:
St Pauls St Gallery Three

Figure 041:
Jean Batten Building

Figure 042:
44 Queen Street

Figure 043:
Peddlethorpe Studio

Figure 044:
The Northern Club Bankside Extension

Figure 045:
The International

39 Symonds Street is another development of a historic
building where the tower utilises a setback form and
contrasting materiality to form a disconnection of
elements. The offset of this tower emphasises the
disconnection between these areas, as shown in figure
40. This development has the tower dominating the
existing building as it crashes through from the rear,
forcing the original building meet up to the new
development.74
Deloitte Tower originally was proposed to demolish the
existing building, but through a compromise between
the developers and Historic NZ the façade of the Jean
Batten building was retained and emphasises the
idea of facadism within the development. As shown
in figure 41, the façade of the existing formulates a
podium level for the tower development.75
Imperial Building is a historic building within downtown
Auckland, the development of this building, similar to
the Mason Brothers building, formulates a modern
design within the structure of the existing building.
Figure 42 emphasises the contrast between elements
through the materiality and form. 76

74 St Pauls St Gallery Three, Event Finda, accessed July 26, 2020, https://
www.eventfinda.co.nz/venue/st-paul-st-gallerythree-auckland-cbd
75 Jean Batten Building, NZIA, 2010, accessed July 26, 2020, https://
www.nzia.co.nz/awards/national/award-detail/4541#!
76 44 Queen Street, Bayley’s, accessed July 26, 2020, https://www.
bayleys.co.nz/1687721

The Peddle Thorp offices utilise the rejuvenation of a
historic buildings internal layout resulting in a change of
typology. This development introduces new elements
within the restoration of existing features, creating a
connection between new and old forms, materials and
spaces, as shown in figure 43. The rejuvenation has
protected the existing through a change required for
the new typology.77
The Northern Club sees a restoration of the existing
building with the addition of new elements to expand
the floor plan and utilise the extents of the site. Figure
44 shows the connection between new and old parts
and the extents of the development of the site.78
The International forms a new modern building
development to utilise the extents of the site. The
predominantly demolished small section of the existing
buildings front façade forms a basis for development.
Figure 45 shows the setback of development from the
existing elements and how retained details are limited
to the street frontage.79

77 Peddlethorp Studio, Best Design Awards, accessed July 26, 2020.
https://bestawards.co.nz/spatial/offices-workplaceenvironments/
peddlethorp-1/peddle-thorp-studio/
78 The Northern Club, Alaska Construction & Interiors, accessed July
26, 2020, https://www.alaska.co.nz/project-detail/-thenorthern-clubbankside-extension
79 The International, NZ Herald, accessed July 26, 2020, https://www.
nzherald.co.nz/property/news/article.cfm?c_id=8&objectid=11706672
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6. Literature Review

Figure 046:
Original Auckland Overlay (Adapted by author)
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Historic Literature Review
As the continuous progression of architecture defines
new areas of space, the restoration of historical
architectural buildings is no longer paramount, due to
the battle for available space.
The historic buildings which line our landscape
require a respectful approach to restoration, “material
things are only reflections, or instantiations, of eternal
forms. Because they are composed of matter, they
are perishable and imperfect.”80 According to Branko
Mitrovic in Philosophy for Architects. A respectful
approach will incorporate and enhance the existing
elements and resulting identity.
John Ruskin in Seven Lamps of Architecture says
“architecture is to be regarded by us with the most
serious thought.”81 Ruskin then goes on to say “we
may live without [the building], and worship without
[the building], but we cannot remember without [the
building].”82 It is clear that our memory, and therefore
heritage buildings, are key in our understanding of the
history of our cities.

80 Branko Mitrovic, Philosophy for Architects (New York, USA: Princeton
Architectural Press), 31.
81 John Ruskin, Seven Lamps of Architecture, (London, England: Electric
Book Company 2000), 233.
82 John Ruskin, Seven Lamps of Architecture, (London, England: Electric
Book Company 2000), 233.

The historic landscape has been decimated of buildings,
replaced with anonymous architectural forms. As
architects we are required to think of the future as we
reference the past, and as Ruskin describes it, “when
we build, let us think that we build forever.”83
Regarding the building itself, it should be seen are
more than a sum of elements which define it. Ruskin
says, “the greatest glory of a building is not in its
stones, nor in its gold. Its glory is in its age.”84 This
suggests our loss of heritage buildings to new high rise
typology is directly comparable to Theseus’ Ship. The
stones may be replaced but the age of its placement
and interpretation into the historic cityscape is what
defines the glory of the city itself.

83 John Ruskin, Seven Lamps of Architecture, (London, England: Electric
Book Company 2000), 243.
84 John Ruskin, Seven Lamps of Architecture, (London, England: Electric
Book Company 2000), 243.

Figure 047:
Historic Shoreline
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High-rise Literature Review
The cities urbanisation and vertical development has
resulted in the existing historical buildings within the
city being at risk of demolition.
The designs of the past continuously influence
architecture. Although new architectural designs will
reference these elements, the new high-rise designs of
the city have the opportunity to retain these physical
elements. In city as a loft, Adaptive Reuse as a Resource
for Sustainable Urban Development Angelus Eisinger
describes this perception as “The city of the future is
rooted in the city of the present”85
Ken Yeang in Reinventing the Skyscraper describes
it as, “Many of the worlds predominantly low and
medium-rise cities such as London are in the process
of transforming into high density, high rise living
and working environments”86 as Yeang continues to
describe, “Contemporary lifestyles and the increasing
combined pressures of urbanisation and population
growth on our cities demand a redefining of our
conventional perceptions of working and living in
high-rise structures in the city.”87

85 Angelus Eisinger, “The social value of transformation” in City as Loft,
Adaptive Reuse as a Resource for Sustainable Urban Development, ed.
Martina Baum and Kees Christiaanse (Switzerland: Lecturis BV, Eindhoven,
2012) 67.
86 Ken Yeang, Reinventing the Skyscraper, A Vertical Theory of Urban
Design, (Great Britain: Wiley-Academy, 2002) 9.
87 Ken Yeang, Reinventing the Skyscraper, A Vertical Theory of Urban
Design, (Great Britain: Wiley-Academy, 2002) 9.

The progression of architectural design has created a
more critical requirement for building forms to perform
better in regards to their design. Franziska Ullmann in
Basics: Architecture and Dynamics explains how “The
medium of architecture both asks and commands
much more nonverbal.”88
With limitations on space within the built environment,
the high-rise design has become an essential building
typology for modern architectural design. With the
integration of both working and living environments
into the urban fabric of the city, the cultural and social
significance of a city is of utmost importance as people
now identify and connect with the built environment.
This newly defined ideal imposes additional challenges
which, as a result, has affected the design process.
Verticality of the city has a changing topography with
intensification focused around the central areas. Low
scale buildings of the past are being dominated from
the glass developments within the context, these
glass buildings are dominating the built environment
resulting in the loss of the design styles of previous.

88 Franziska Ullmann, Basics: Architecture and Dynamics, (Wien,
Austria: Springer, 2011), 11.

Figure 048:
Auckland Vertical Render
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Adaptive Reuse Literature Review
The ability to create a form from the reuse of an existing
building allows for reference to familiar elements of the
urban landscape, while still creating a development
according to the needs of a modern city. As Walter
Gruyter explains in Adaptive Reuse: Extending the
Lives of Buildings “Replicated structures exist as new
structures through the reuse of the existing ones as
symbols.”89
The connection to existing elements and the spatial
areas should be the focus of the development within a
modern city. Robert Dalziel describes the current state
of high-density design in his book, A House in the City,
as “high density but low rise, flexible and adaptable,
generous, well-proportioned, sustainable, constructed
economically using modern methods.”90 Of which
puts the focus on the cost and quantity of designs,
and has subsequently “damaged the [architectural]
environment,”91 According to Cliff Moughtin in Urban
Design: Street and Square.

and distinctive interaction with the architectural form.
Plummer describes it as, “we are invited to respond
creatively to architecture, rather than react passively to
it directives”93 In his book The Experience of Architecture.
Through development we have to be respectful to
the existing buildings, Franziska Ullmann in Basics:
Architecture and Dynamics exclaims “The medium of
architecture both asks and commands much more
nonverbal.”94

The adaptive reuse typology has allowed the ideals
of the symbolic reuse92, defined by Gruyter previously,
to be applied to the reuse of elements. The increase
of popularity and necessity of this adaptive reuse
typology has created the opportunity for innovative
89 Walter de Gruyter, Adaptive Reuse: Extending the Lives of Buildings,
(Switzerland: Birkhauser Verlag GmbH, 2017), 230.
90 Robert Dalziel and Sheila Qureshi Cortale, A House in the City,
(London, England: Riba Publishing, 2012), 168.
91 Cliff Moughtin, Urban Design: Street and Square, (London, England:
Routledge, 2003), 8.
92 Walter de Gruyter, Adaptive Reuse: Extending the Lives of Buildings,
(Switzerland: Birkhauser Verlag GmbH, 2017), 230.

93 Henry Plummer, The Experience of Architecture (Australia: Thames
and Hudson LTD, 2016), 8.
94 Franziska Ullmann, Basics: Architecture and Dynamics, (Wien,
Austria: Springer, 2011), 11.

Figure 049:
City Contrast (Adapted by author)
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7. Precedent Review

Figure 050:
Future Auckland Contrast (Adapted by author)
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Winstone Group
1910
Cheshire Architects
2019
Auckland, New Zealand
Figure 051:
Skhy Apartments Perspective

Skhy Apartments
Skhy apartments are the adaptive reuse of an existing
building within Auckland New Zealand’s city fringe.
The development retains the structure of the existing
building while formulating a modern design solution.95
The previous building did not utilise the potential
of the existing site and through redevelopment has
created a holistic, sustainable design within the current
structural layout.
The existing structural layout defines the extents of
the architectural form, and the two-way beam system
allows for the full redesign of the floor plan to utilise
the maximum potential of the building for the new
typology.
The altering of the mass and void of the building also
formulates sections of external areas branching off the
internal layout, and the structural grid of the existing
defines these areas.

95 Skhy Apartments, Architecture Now, accessed July 21, 2020, https://
architecturenow.co.nz/articles/the-elegantoasis/

Figure 052:
Skhy Apartments Analysis (Figure by author)
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Grierson, Aimer and Draffin
1921
Noel Lane
2000
Auckland, New Zealand
Figure 053:
Auckland Museum Perspective

Auckland Museum
The Auckland Museum has gone through multiple
stages of redevelopment. The original building did
not utilise the full potential of its site as it had a large
prominent northern façade and an underdeveloped
southern façade.96
The first development was an extension of the original
building and utilised a cohesive design which reflects
the existing buildings detailing. The new building
utilises the same materiality, symmetry and proportion
although extending towards the south with a large
circular auditorium.
The second development is a modern extension of
the auditorium. This addition to the building utilises a
lightweight steel and glass structure as a development
of the building’s typology.
The form of the building addition steps back from the
façade of the existing and has a floor plan layout which
is reflective of the existing courtyard.

96 Auckland Museum – Tamaki Paenga Hira, Auckland NZ, accessed
July 28,2020, https://www.aucklandnz.com/meet/plan-your-event/venue/
auckland-museum-tamaki-paenga-hira

Figure 054:
Auckland Museum Analysis (Figure by author)
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London and Birmingham Railway
1860
Thomas Heatherwick
2018
London, England
Figure 055:
Coal Props Yard Perspective

Coal Drops Yard
The Coal Drops Yard is a modern ribbon style extension
from the roof of a historic brick building in London
UK.97
The deconstruction of the existing building creates the
buildings developed form. Through development, this
building forms another floor level as an addition to the
existing.
The development has minimal impact on the internal
layout and façade of the existing while forming a
connection between the new and old forms through
the redevelopment and renovation of the roof
structure.
Development of this site also has minimal impact on
the site and context, instead of hanging above to
formulate a new elevated base plane.

97 Coal Drops Yard Heatherwick Studio, ArchDaily, accessed July 28,
2020, https://www.archdaily.com/904676/coal-drops-yard-heatherwickstudio

Figure 056:
Coal Props Yard Analysis (Figure by author)
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German Trinity Catholic Church
1874
Finegold Alexander Architects
2015
Massachusetts, USA
Figure 057:
136 Shawmut Ave Perspective

136 Shawmut Ave Boston
136 Shawmut Ave in Boston formulates a change
in typology within the façade of an existing historic
church. The addition increases the height plane to
utilise the maximum potential of the site.98
Development of the existing church allows for the
retention of the existing façade as an alternative to
demolition. The new elements of the building also
utilise the verticality, symmetry and proportions of the
old building elements.
The new building extension comprises of glass and
steel, and these elements formulate a mass which is
reflective of the buttresses of the original building.
The main façade of the existing building forms a
set back from the protruding buttressing, and the
development incorporates the same ideals with
the new steel protruding from the glass facade and
following the existing detailing lines.
Within the building addition, the glazing lines are also
reflective of the original within the detailing of the
mullions. The edges of the new design are a simplistic
reflection of the original building.

98 Beautiful Adaptive Reuse Project in Boston, CEI Composites,
accessed July 28, 2020, https://www.ceicomposites.com/news/BeautifulAdaptive-Reuse-Project-In-Boston-Turns-19th-Century-Church-IntoContemporary-Residential-Units_AE30.html

Figure 058:
Shawmut Ave Analysis (Figure by author)
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Japanese Army
1930
Neri and Hu
2010
Shanghai, China
Figure 059:
The Waterhouse Perspective

The Waterhouse at South Bund
The Waterhouse at South Bund in Shanghai is a
modern building which reflects the original inside and
out.99
Retention of elements of the existing building allows
for an accurate reference to the building from which
developed.
Externally the building has an opposing material to
enhance the visual differences between elements, this
addition to the top of the original building also has
apertures which continue the lines formulated by the
building below.
Internally the expression of new and old elements
of the development are enhanced using the same
techniques, the old walls and floors retain its original
state, and the new ‘clean’ elements oppose these areas
through mass and materiality.

99 The Waterhouse At South Bund, Metalocus, accessed July 28, 2020,
https://www.metalocus.es/en/news/waterhousesouth-bund

Figure 060:
The Waterhouse Analysis (Figure by author)
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Erich Jacoby
1926
KOKO Architects
2007
Tallinn, Estonia
Figure 061:
Fahle House Perspective

Fahle House
Fahle House in Estonia is the addition of a glass mass
which reflects the existing building below. These masses
have a separation to emphasise the disconnection
between each of these areas.100
Although made out of glass, the mullions within the
new facades are reminiscent of the window layout
below. The offset of these apertures also formulates a
waving pattern within the façade.
The alignment of the new development facades
with the existing building shows a direct comparison
and contradiction of elements, emphasised by the
materiality.

100 Fahle House Perspective, Architectural Digest, accessed July 28,
2020, https://www.architecturaldigest.com/gallery/adaptive-reusemodern-architecture

Figure 062:
Fahle House Analysis (Figure by author)
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Joseph Urban and George B. Post & Sons
1928
Norman Foster
2006
New York, USA
Figure 063:
Hearst Tower Perspective

Hearst Tower
Hearst Tower utilises the façade of a historic building
within the development of a high-rise. However,
defined as facadism the external façade of the addition
is reflective of the original building’s symmetry and
proportion.101
In regards to the floor plan, the addition is reflective
of the existing shape. The original floor plan is
rectangular with filleted edges, and through the mass
of the addition, these fillets show in the structural grid.
The original buildings proportion also formulates the
height of the new structural grid. The curtain wall
grid is also similar to the layout of the windows of the
existing building.
At first glace the addition to this building stands on
its own within the development as it has a minimal
materialistic reflection of the existing.

101 Hearst Tower, The Skyscraper Centre, accessed July 28, 2020, http://
www.skyscrapercenter.com/building/hearsttower/2245

Figure 064:
Hearst Tower Analysis (Figure by author)
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Project Orange
2012
London, England
Figure 065:
192 Shoreham Street Perspective

192 Shoreham Street
192 Shoreham Street forms a development which
clashes new and old elements.102
This building inherits a range of development
guidelines, the main of which is the contrast of
materiality.
The new building addition also has a setback within its
mass to show the change of elements. However, this
guides you towards a removed section of the original
building to show the new development behind.
The new elements of this building also have a
contrasting style as the original building is linear with
curved windows, and the addition follows a multitude
of roof pitches and changing masses.

102 Project Orange 192 Shoreham Street Sheffield 2012, AJ Buildings
Library, accessed July 28, 2020. https://www.ajbuildingslibrary.co.uk/
projects/display/id/6604

Figure 066:
Shoreham Street Analysis (Figure by author)
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ERA Architects
1880
Hariri Pontarini Architects
2017
Toronto, Canada
Figure 067:
7 St. Thomas Perspective

7 St. Thomas
7 St. Thomas is a development of a housing typology
within the city of Toronto, Canada, the renovation
of the original building forms a base for the new
development.103
This new massing forms a different overhead design to
the original building, the setback also emphasises this
disconnection.
A curved glass structure above simulates the buildings
surrounding it and contrasts the historic buildings
below.
The addition also has a different symmetry, resulting
in the development and existing seeming as entirely
separate buildings from the street frontage.

103 Undulating Hariri Pontarini office building completed in downtown
Toronto, Canadian Architect, accessed July 28, 2020, https://www.
canadianarchitect.com/hariri-pontarini-7-st-thomastoronto/40312preview_low_907-4_40312_sc_v2com/

Figure 068:
7 St. Thomas Analysis (Figure by author)
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Heatherwick Studio
2017
Cape Town, South Africa
Figure 069:
Zeitz Museum Perspective

Zeitz Museum
Zeitz Museum of Contemporary Art Africa takes an
existing silo park to formulate an art museum, the
reconfiguration and development of the internal
structure have expressed unique spaces for the art
museum to utilise.104
Within the Zeitz development is an addition to the
roof of the building, this addition has a structural
grid which is reflective of the existing linear elements.
Inset into these spaces is domed glass windows which
reflect the curved faces of the silos.
The contrasting materiality makes the additional
elements of the external form prominent in contrast to
the bare concrete structure of the existing. However,
with the structural reflection being in the same
materiality, the addition is framed to formulate a single
mass.

104 Zeitz MOCAA: Carving a Void Sphere in the Silo, Urban Next,
accessed October 23, 2020, https://urbannext.net/zeitzmocaa/

Figure 070:
Zeitz Museum Analysis (Figure by author)
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8. Design Process

Figure 071:
Design Process Combination (Figure by author)
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The basis for this research project is an iterative design
process with the focus on digital and physical models.
The development of each design will have a focus
on a combination of a design approach and design
guidelines.
As shown in figure 72, once a concept design has
formulated, the analysis and development will help
further inform the experimentation of each sites design
approach. The resolution of a concept allows for a new
design approach to be undertaken, formulating the
iterative design process.
Figure 73, on the next page, shows the design guidelines
for this project. Each of these approaches is for
different elements of an adaptive reuse development
and formulated from the previous precedents.
As Branko Mitrovic defines in Philosophy for Architects,
“The building must enable the public to perceive the
desired proportions. It follows that the building should
include not the proportions conceived by the architect
for that work of architecture, but those that would
correctly convey the architect’s idea to the general
public.”105

105 Branko Mitrovic, Philosophy for Architects, (New York, USA:
Princeton Architectural Press, 2011), 38.

The following design approaches will also inform each
of my design outcomes as an overall approach to the
conceptual design.
Conceptual design – is focused on a combination of
function and form, and how these elements interact
with each other.
Formal design – is focused on the mass shape of the
design; the form is the base driver for the design result.
Material design – is focused on the materiality. This
approach creates its mass shape and size on the
limitations of the design materials.
Contextual Design – focuses on the reflection of the
context and how the surrounding implicates the
design of the building.
Functional design – is focused on the function of the
building and how the floorplan requirements reflect
the mass shape and form of the external envelope.
Computational Design – is focused on the building
form as a result of equations and algorithms to
formulate the design constraints.
Collaborative Design – is focused on the combination
of a multitude of previous design processes.
Figure 072:
Design Process (Figure by author)
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Figure 073:
Design Guidelines (Figure by author)
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City Analysis
Upon researching the history and economic
environment of Auckland City, the boundaries of
my project became apparent. The main issues of
Auckland’s economic development became indicators
for my resulting designs and overall research project.
The current design climate within the city allows for
development through a compromise with the existing
historical landscape and city development. Planning
controls within the city has formulated bands, each of
which is defined by the public, private and working
typologies.106
Figure 74 shows the cluster formulation of planning
controls within the confinements of Auckland City.
The main area of this cluster is the downtown areas
with view shafts defining the boundaries. The cluster is
situated around the waterfront areas of the CBD with
the height to boundary restraints focused upon the
connection between the waterfront and city skyline.
As a result from the view shafts the development has
seen a minimal area for maximum development, this
covers the areas from Aotea Square and downtown
along the Queen Street axis, this Is also the area from
which many of the Historic building reside (As shown
in Figure 25)

106 “heritage- how does it mix with development,” Planning Plus, Jo
Michalakis, accessed July 10, 2020. https://www.planningplus.co.nz/post/
heritage-how-does-it-mix-with-development

Figure 074:
Auckland Constraints (Adapted by author)
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Figure 75 shows the current development in contrast
to the existing heritage locations throughout the
city, many buildings are located alongside these
developments and have been designed with the
precautions of the aligning sites being developed in
the future.
The current development focus is aligned to the
western areas of the queen street axis, due to the
limitations imposed from the heritage buildings along
Queen Street. These areas which are being developed
are limited by the sunlight and view shafts imposed on
the city and in conjunction with the heritage locations,
Auckland City is running out of spaces available for
development.
An improved architectural approach which Heritage
New Zealand approves and retains and respects the
existing buildings will be integral to the modernisation
and progression of the architectural landscape.

Figure 075:
Development and Historic Overlay (Adapted by author)
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Through research into the Auckland historic landscape,
and based on my prior knowledge, I have chosen
buildings which have the potential for development.
These buildings cover a range of areas throughout the
city within different typologies and urban environments,
the resulting chosen sites will need to cover different
areas within the city and different building typologies.
The initially chosen sites are as follows:
1

Auckland Town Hall

8

Auckland Ferry Building

2

Cathedral Church of St Patrick

9

Dilworth Building

3

Landmark House

10

Endeans Building

4

Smith and Caughey Building

11

Australis House

5

Civic Building

12

Custom Street Historic Area

6

Custom House

13

1YA Radio Station Building

7

Blackettes Building

14

Grand Central Station

Figure 076:
Initial Sites (Adapted by author)
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Through city analysis, the three chosen sites would
need to cover different sections and typologies of
Auckland City resulting in an architectural analysis and
approach to each building.
The different areas, typologies and building designs
will provide unique challenges to the development
outcomes.
Covering different sections of the city will allow a
formulation of the initial design approach to the
historic landscape of Auckland, the resulting approach
can then be applied to a range of buildings no matter
of location, typology and development constrains.
Each of these chosen buildings will also need a unique
approach to the design according to the design
guidelines in figure 77.
The application of these design approaches, which
are derived from existing adaptive reuse designs, will
provide a platform for development in respect to the
existing.

Figure 077:
Site Overlay (Adapted by author)
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Site Analysis
Dilworth Building (Customs Street) 1927
This prominent building on the corner of Queen Street and Customs Street is a
part of the Queen Street development. With the development of Britomart and the
Commercial Bay precinct, this building could enhance lower downtown. The location
of the building allows for a maximisation of the development of the site to between
200 and 400 meters.

Auckland Town Hall (Queen Street) 1911
Being a significant building within the urban landscape, the development of this
building would enhance the urban landscape and allow for the development of the
building function as well. The current restrictions on the site are a 30-degree cone
view scope from the centre of Aotea Square.

Auckland Railway Station (Te Taou Crescent) 1930
With this building currently leaking and not yet braced for earthquakes, it is likely
to be demolished. The outcomes of the buildings now do not outweigh the cost of
making the necessary fixes required. A development which utilised the possibilities
of the site while retaining the historical elements of the building would have a more
significant monetary outcome and is likely to be a development possibility. This
site has restrictions on height due to the Rangitoto view shaft, although the more
substantial site poses additional development possibilities.

Figure 078:
Chosen Sites (Adapted by author)
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9. Auckland Town Hall

Figure 079:
Town Hall Laser Scan (Figure by author)
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Introduction
The Auckland Town Hall is a prominent civic building
in the centre of Auckland City. Designed by J J and E J
Clark of Melbourne Australia and constructed between
the years of 1909 and 1911, this imperial baroque
building currently lines one edge of Aotea square and
the centre of Queen Street.
The Auckland town hall was constructed to house the
local governmental and council businesses until the
mid-1900’s where the required spaces of the inhabiting
businesses outgrew the spaces provided. The building
is currently utilised for a range of uses from being
a public meeting place to music recitals and other
performances.
In total, the design competition for the Auckland town
hall had 46 entries with the three top designs coming
from Australian firms. J J Clark, the winning architect,
had previously designed many public buildings within
Australia and had several architectural competitions
wins.

Figure 080:
Town Hall Site (Figure by author)
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Site Analysis
As shown in figure 81, the Auckland Town Hall form
utilises a difficult site which has a triangular shape
leading into a prominent section of Auckland’s Queen
Street. Because of its location this building provides the
historic base for Auckland’s architectural landscape.
To the north east and south west of the Town Hall is two
of Auckland City’s parks and green areas. Meyers Park
and Albert Park provide the extent of the surrounding
context with a large amount of greenery dotted in and
between.
The surrounding built environment covers a range of
typologies with the central area being civic based with
business based typologies to the north and west, while
the southern and eastern areas are predominantly
residential and educational based.

Figure 081:
Town Hall Site Analysis (Adapted by author)
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The centrality of the Town Hall site provides connections
to different areas of the city, with view shafts in all
directions. The site has a large façade area and street
frontage allowing for access from three of the four
sides.
The surrounding architectural landscape has also
formulated two vertical valleys resulting in the
prominent wind entering the site from the Queen
street axis and Greys Ave.

Figure 082:
Town Hall Site Focus (Adapted by author)
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Figure 083:
Town Hall Detail (Figure by author)

Building Analysis
The Town Hall detailing is of a classical style. This building
utilises a range or decoration and ornamentation
within the façade of the building, and also includes
a clock which is integrated within decoration of the
tower.
The facades of the building reflect a symmetrical
layout with primary vertical elements formulating an
equal spacing for secondary horizontal elements to
tie it together. Vertically the building is predominantly
limited to a low development, although the clock
tower, which protrudes high above the rest of the
design, provides a beacon for the city on the sites
corner.
New Zealand Timber is used through the internal
areas of the building with many carved elements from
partition frames to the grand staircases. Galvanised
iron and slate roofing top off the building with a range
of different pitched roofs, according to the shape
provided by the rooms below.

Figure 084:
Town Hall Detailing
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Figure 085:
Town Hall Structure

The Auckland Town Hall has no major structural
modifications, some minimal changes to the existing
building were; the positional change of the lift shafts,
and an additional rooftop space to provide for an
extension of the office areas. Internal changes were
limited to the addition or alteration of some partitions
and the inclusion of an acoustic panel to the main
auditorium.

As shown in figure 86, an adaption of the existing
structure would be the best approach for development
as the existing structure has recently been refurbished
and strengthened for earth quake requirements.

The current construction of the building is a two-way
beam system with structural external walls, these walls
are constructed from a Melbourne bluestone base and
an Oamaru limestone façade and detailing elements.
The site is situated above a strong bedrock base
from which the concrete piles are tied into, and the
structural system utilised is one of the earliest versions
of reinforced concrete within New Zealand.
The internal layout of the building is arranged
according to the unique site shape. The grand hall also
dictates a large portion of the site, and while being
rectangular within a triangular site, provides a unique
internal triangular courtyard from which defines a wall
of the eastern spaces.
The northern area of the site is based upon the curved
facade, the internal reflection of this area is based
upon an axial arrangement of internal walls which fit
around the square shape of the clock tower.

Figure 086:
Town Hall Adapted Structure (Figure by author)
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Development Analysis
The application of the Theseus’s Ship according to
the development application of figure 21 sees the rear
section of the building to be the likely development
area of the Auckland Town Hall.
Due to the shape of the floor plan and mass of the
building, the likely approach is to restore detailing
elements of the external detail elements and adapt a
portion of the building.

Figure 087:
Town Hall Development Analysis (Figure by author)
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Glass Box Control
The constraints of the Auckland Town Hall provide for
a stepped vertical development. Sunlight restrictions
of Aotea square result in half of the building footprint
being limited to 50 meters, and the other half 100
meters with a gradual cone shape extending past the
centre of Aotea square.
As shown in figure 88, this typical approach to the
development of the Auckland Town Hall sees a partial
retention of the facade with the vertical development
passing through, and a glazed façade made up of
millions and spandrel panels.
This typical development sees the loss of important
mass and detail elements of the existing building, and
damages the original identity.
As this is the typical approach I will use it as a control
for my experiments.

Figure 088:
Town Hall Glass Development (Figure by author)
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Initial Experimentation
Initial experimentation on the Auckland town hall, as
shown in figure 89, focused the development towards
the Queen Street façade as through analysis of the
floor plan it was found that the grand hall covered
most of the western areas of the building.

Finally, the last drawing has a reflection of plan shape
and details of the existing, this mass also reflects the
horizontality of the original building and forms a
capital design to top off the development in a similar
style.

Keeping within the eastern Queen Street façade also
allows for maximum development according of the
unitary plan height and sunlight constraints imposed
by Auckland Council.
The approach to each of these conceptual
experimentations is defined according to the design
guidelines stated in figure 73 on page 102.
Many of the experimental designs followed a
reflection of detailing with a mass matching either
floorplan shape or vertical elements. The separation
of masses formed an anonymous building addition
and disconnection that didn’t reflect the massing of
the existing.
Within the eastern façade there are sections
separated by vertical columns, these elements were
then reflected within the new development as a
reflection of mass.

Figure 089:
Town Hall Experimentation (Figure by author)
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Mass experimentation saw the connection between
new and old elements, verticality is key for the
development of this site as the minimal impact
on elements of the floor plan allows for the most
retention of the existing identity.
Similar to the analysis of the drawings, the mass
designs also emphasize the importance of
connection between new and old elements. A single
mass also with a floor plan shape which reflects the
existing forms a more cohesive design.

Figure 090:
Town Hall Model Experimentation (Figure by author)
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After the initial experimentation of the Town Hall, it
became apparent that the focus of the development
needs to be respectful to the existing tower form and
internal layout of the grand hall. This leaves an area of
the site which will be the focus area of development as
shown in figure 91.
The southern area of development along with a
section of the eastern façade also resides in the
highest development area of the site according to the
Auckland Unitary plan.
A focus for the Town Hall is to use a version of the
existing plan shape within the new development as
to create an offset extension to the existing building.
Another connection between the old to the new, as the
new building will need to formulate its mass through
similar symmetry and proportions of the existing.
The extension to the existing building will also utilise
elements reflective of the existing buildings detailing.

Figure 091:
Town Hall Development Focus (Adapted by author)
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Concept
The shape of this Initial concept allows for the Queen
street view of the building to have a view through the
buildings mass creating a separation of the vertical
elements of this new development and the clock tower
which is currently the pinnacle of mid Queen street.
The scale of development will formulate vertical
sections according to the height of the existing building
below, these elements will be equal within the façade
design and layout although the roof will have a large
impact on the top section.

Figure 092:

Figure 093:

Town Hall Concept Outcome (Figure by author)

Town Hall Structural Impact (Figure by author)
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Reflection
The initial reflection of Auckland Town Hall revealed the
importance of different areas within the building, the
adaption of this building has a large adaption of the
existing structural system, resulting in the development
being limited within the eastern section of the existing.
This conceptual outcome is a mass approach to the
existing architectural ideas. The new elements reflect
the existing through the same simplistic plan shape,
and a minimal façade offset. The mass is also setback
from bell tower as this was defined as an important
element of the Town Halls identity.
The outcome also emphasizes the detailing and
horizontality of the Town Hall, allowing for a connection
between new and old elements while still providing
the required vertical development.

Figure 094:
Town Hall Concept Reflection (Figure by author)
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10. Dilworth Building

Figure 095:
Dilworth Laser Scan (Figure by author)
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Introduction
The Dilworth Building is an office and retail building on
the corner of Custom and Queen Streets in downtown
Auckland New Zealand. The Dilworth Building was
designed by Gummer and Ford, a well-known New
Zealand Architecture firm, in 1925-1927, the Influential
architectural firm and design was an addition to
the developing architectural style within the urban
landscape of Auckland.
This building was designed as one of two opposing
structures from which is meant to replicate a city gate
from the entrance of the harbour to the CBD and
Queen street.
Dilworth Trust was the client for this project as an
investment income for their other endeavours of
housing the young boys of Auckland who need
support and education.
This classical style building was one of the tallest
buildings in Auckland until the 1960’s, development
at the time was largely limited to five stories because
of the construction methods and limitations of the
vertical transport within the building.

Figure 096:
Dilworth Site (Figure by author)
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Site Analysis
Located within the commercial heart of the CBD,
known as Commercial Bay in downtown Auckland, has
seen the close connection between the building and
surrounding urban streetscape.
The main typology of the Dilworth Building is office
spaces with a ring of shops along the ground floor
level. The offices are split into four tenancy zones per
level and cover levels one to seven with the retail areas
covering the ground floor and the building being
topped off with a penthouse space.
Being sea facing and located on two prominent streets
this building utilises the interaction with the street
frontage within these two areas with the northern and
western facades utilising a large amount of decoration
and ornamentation.
The Dilworth building has had minimal changes
throughout the building’s lifetime, the two major
changes are the addition of the penthouse extension
added to the roof of the building, and the continual
shop fronts and layouts being changed by each client.

Figure 097:
Dilworth Site Analysis (Adapted by author)
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The downtown location of the Dilworth Building
provides a connection to many of the tallest building
developments within Auckland City, as shown in figure
97 the black outlines are buildings above 20 stories.
This site also has prominent views to the north and
eastern parts of Auckland. This building also has views
towards the sky tower towards the south west and Mt
Eden towards the south east.
The surrounding built environment provides a wind
shaft from the north eastern areas of the city, with the
main wind coming from the northern sea frontage.
Surrounding buildings also define the sun access to
the site with larger building to the north west and
western frontages shadowing the site.

Figure 098:
Dilworth Site Focus (Adapted by author)
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Figure 099:
Dilworth Detail (Figure by author)

Building Analysis
The Dilworth Building has a façade-based design
with two prominent street frontages, the form of the
building is based around the corner turret located on
the Queen street and Custom street corner.
The northern façade has six bays which fits in between
the structure on Customs street. The western façade
has three bays between the structure on Queen street.
The structural outline of the bays is a detailed offset
from the overall form. Finished with stylised a lotus and
fret motif, the structure incorporates a large amount of
the façade detailing.

Figure 100:
Dilwroth Detailing
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Figure 101:
Dilworth Structure

Constructed by Fletcher Construction Company, the
structure of the Dilworth Building is concrete for the
floor and frame, the building is then externally faced
with Portland Stone.
The detailing of the façade is made out of cast plaster
and Portland stone dust to be cohesive with the rest
of the façade.
Finishing details of the building are finished in bronze,
these elements are focused around the spandrels and
lettering. To top off the building, the corner tower has
a slated roof which acts as a contrasting element.
Internally the building has a large amount of
exposed concrete structure which is as a result of the
modernisation to the internal office environment, the
internal partition intertenancy walls are constructed
out of brick and have a plaster finish.
As shown in figure 102, similarly to the Auckland Town
Hall, an adaption of the existing structure would be the
best approach as the existing structure has recently
been refurbished and strengthened for earth quake
requirements. Although this approach would need a
stronger reinforcement due to the possible height of
the development above.

Figure 102:
Dilworth Adapted Structure (Figure by author)
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Development Analysis
Due to the verticality of the building form and
symmetry of the facades on both Queen street and
Customs street, the adaption of this building is likely to
be minimally invasive of the prominent faces.
The minimal historic development of the southern and
eastern façade allows for an adaption which extends
past the main building footprint.
Previous development on the Dilworth building has
seen many of the internal elements removed or
adapted to be modernised.
A setback development which incorporates a
partial section of the existing will allow for a
minimal invasion on the remaining elements while
incorporating a respectful addition.

Figure 103:
Dilworth Development Analysis (Figure by author)
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Glass Box Control
Due to the size of the site and existing building, the
typical adaptive reuse approach sees the prominent
corner moved, along with much of the buildings
pervious additions. The square shaped addition utilises
most of the floor plan with the removal of the internal
elements of the existing.
The vertical development utilises a glass façade with
millions and spandrel panels, along with a concrete
structure which ties into the stone of the existing
buildings façade.
As this is the typical approach I will use it as a control
for my experiments.

Figure 104:
Dilworth Glass Development (Figure by author)
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Initial Experimentation
According to figure 102 the development analysis,
the best approach for the retention of identity is to
restore and develop the building. This approach
retains most of the existing building within
development.

Due to the importance of the Dilworth buildings
corner turret design the addition to the building
also respects these elements through the floor plan
shape. This floor plan shape also reflects angles of the
existing building.

Initial Experimentation of the Dilworth building as
shown in figure 104 focused on the verticality and
potential o the buildings development as a result of
the site location and council development possibilities
(as shown in figure 97).
The approach to each of these conceptual
experimentations is defined according to the design
guidelines stated in figure 73 on page 102.
The small size of the existing floor plan means
that for the most development potential the new
aspects has to cover most of the existing floor plan.
Alternatively, the building would have to extend past
the building’s footprint.
Due to the additions of the roof of the existing the
mass forms a disconnection between the architectural
elements on the higher levels. As a result, the new
mass can use the same approach of disconnection to
formulate a visual difference in building design.

Figure 105:
Dilworth Drawn Experimentation (Figure by author)
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Mass experimentation for the Dilworth building sees
the buildings verticality within context and the impact
it has on the surround building and resulting skyline.
The minimal size of the existing building restricts the
size of the vertical development resulting in the mass
including the rear historic building within the new
addition.
According to the unitary plan the development
for this space allows for the height plane of 400
meters and a waterfront height restrictive angle
which doesn’t impact this site before the height limit.
This design doesn’t need to reach the height limit
although it is possible if required.

Figure 106:
Dilworth Model Experimentation (Figure by author)
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Due to limitations on the size of the existing Dilworth
Building site, an extension to the rear of the building
to integrate Queens Arcade will be a valuable addition
to the development floorplan scale.
The verticality of the existing building formulates
valuable lines within the façade that can be replicated
within the additional design, offsets within the
façade will also be valuable integration within the
new development to tie in sections of the vertical
development.
The plan of the new building will also be respectful
to the existing prominent street corner design of the
turret, this will be achieved through a corner setback
similar to the curved corner within the existing floor
plan layout.
The integration of the existing setback for light shafts
are integral to this site and the extension to Queens
Arcade, resulting in the new elements having to also
reflect these ideals.

Figure 107:
Dilworth Development Focus (Adapted by author)
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Concept
The linear elements of this design form a cohesive
connection between the new and old elements, the
development focuses on the existing disconnection
which is further emphasised through another setback
to the new elements.
Through the corner setback of the new elements a
hierarchy of importance in enforced around the corner
design of the existing Dilworth Building.
On the Queen street façade the separation between
the Dilworth Building and Queens Arcade will need to
be reflected within the new form and elements of the
development.

Figure 108:

Figure 109:

Dilworth Concept Outcome (Figure by author)

Dilworth Structural Impact (Figure by author)
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Reflection
The initial reflection of the Dilworth building
emphasized the importance of location within the
vertical development of the city. The Dilworth building
is located within the highest development section of
the city, and because of this location, it is the most
likely out of the three buildings to be developed within
the near future.
The conceptual design outcome utilises a vertical form
which also references the exiting building through
vertical and detail elements. Vertical development of
this site is integral as it also reflects the context as the
surrounding buildings have a small site and a large
vertical development with a height of up to 180 meters.
The outcome also emphasizes the ideals of vertical
development and integration of a historic building,
while utilising the materiality and verticality of the
existing, while also forming a separation between
elements as a reference to the existing roof form.

Figure 110:
Dilworth Concept Reflection (Figure by author)
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11. Auckland Railway Station

Figure 111:
Auckland Railway Laser Scan (Figure by author)
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Introduction
The former Auckland Railway Station built by the Public
Works Department for F C Widdop between 19281930 is a Beaux Arts style railway station designed by
the New Zealand firm Gummer and Ford.
This building has a significant historical importance
because of its status as a prominent Auckland
landmark. This building was the base of the large
spanning Auckland railway network, and the hub for
public transport into Auckland City.
Through the addition of the Britomart station this
building has become outdated as it no longer fulfilled
the typology it was designed for. The change of
typology saw this building have multiple additions to
the eastern areas of the site to accommodate student
residences for the surrounding universities.

Figure 112:
Auckland Railway Site (Figure by author)
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Site Analysis
The Auckland Railway is approached through a
sweeping ramp on either side, the location of the
building forms a connection to the railway which it
used to be connected and the waterfront foreshore to
the north of the site.
This building also has an important connection to other
buildings within the Auckland historical landscape as it
was designed during a large architectural development
during the late 1920’s.
The location of the building formulated a connection
between the foreshore and railway providing for
a logical transport of good and people. Built on
reclaimed land in Mechanics Bay this location was
previously considered a gateway to the city.

Figure 113:
Auckland Railway Site Analysis (Adapted by author)
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Focuses for the Auckland Railway station are
concentrated on the openness to most views of
Auckland City, and the opposing openness to the
western building frontal access and open garden
spaces.
Due to the relatively even heights of the surrounding
architectural landscape this building has the potential
of many connections to different elements across the
natural landscape, this also leaves the site exposed to
the north eastern wind gusts.

Figure 114:
Auckland Railway Site Focus (Adapted by author)
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Figure 115:
Auckland Railway Detail (Figure by author)

Building Analysis
Auckland Railway has a symmetrical façade with a
third divided central section which is reflective of the
divided mass forms which also reflect a third sectional
mass.
The main materiality of the building is brick which an
opposing band of a detailing and ornamentation.
The elements of three are also reflective through the
height of the building with the visible elements of the
design showing three levels, the fourth level is under
the road level and spans into the front gardens with
storage spaces.

Figure 116:
Auckland Railway Detailing
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Figure 117:
Auckland Railway Structure

The Auckland railway station is reinforced concrete
faced with brick and granite, the materiality is divided
into three with a podium design of stone to solidify the
base of the building, the main building is constructed
out of brick and terra cotta detailing is opposed with
the lighter granite colouring.
Protruding from the building is a covered space over
the road, this element shelters the entrance and car
arrival areas. Constructed out of metal these elements
have pressed detailing into the form and faces.
The railway extensions to the rear of the building are
formed from a glass skinned steel structure surrounded
by brick constructed forms. Through the change of
typologies the building has seen a large introduction
of timber partitions to divide the existing building into
the required spaces.
As shown in figure 118, a structural system which
utilises the spaces between the existing structural grid
will allow for a full restoration of the existing forms.
This approach for development would enhance the
existing structure as a standalone element of the
Railways identity.

Figure 118:
Auckland Railway Adapted Structure (Figure by author)
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Development Analysis
Due to the large site of the Auckland Railway station,
the building has seen a range of additions according
to the building typology changing.
Development of this building will see the removal
of some elements within the site, the best approach
would be to deconstruct the additions of the building,
restoring it to the original design.
A partial site demolition will allow space for a eastern
development while retaining and restoring the main
elements of the existing building.

Figure 119:
Auckland Railway Development Analysis
(Figure by author)
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Glass Box Control
The vertical development of the Auckland Railway
Station sees a building which maximises the sites width
with a lower comparative verticality. The deep floor
plan to maximise development space makes a solid
glazed mass imposing over the original Station.
To allow for this building development, the remaining
elements of the original railway platforms and internal
areas, which extend towards the east, would have to
be removed. Additionally the building frontage would
also have to be developed, allowing for an entrance
for the rear addition.
As this is the typical approach I will use it as a control
for my experiments.

Figure 120:
Auckland Railway Glass Development (Figure by author)
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Initial Experimentation
Initial Experimentation of the Auckland Railway
Station saw the partial site demolition and
development as a result of this building having
multiple additions and changes of typology.
The approach to each of these conceptual
experimentations is defined according to the design
guidelines stated in figure 73 on page 102.
Reduction of rear elements of the building allows for
a new development, having minimal impact on the
main elements of the original building.
This building is also located in an area which has
a large number of view shaft constraints from the
waterfront and towards the Auckland War Memorial
Museum and Mt Eden. As a result, many of the
experimentation drawings are focused on the split
form around those restrictions.
The structural elements of the original Railway
platforms provide an overhead plane for the rear
internal areas, reflecting this idea the addition to the
building can enhance the structural design of the
building an formulate an overhead development.

Figure 121:
Auckland Railway Drawn Experimentation
(Figure by author)
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Mass experimentation allowed for the reflection of
mass and connections of masses within the new and
old elements of the Auckland Railway design. A split
form allows for maximum development of the site
without forming a deep plan design.
Utilising the overhead elements of the main Railway
building will also allow for a connection and
development of the existing building lift shaft and
have minimal impact on the entrance of the building
plan, resulting in a restoration of that section of the
building, an external structural design also minimises
the impact on the existing building form.
The mass of the external structure simulates the
proportion and symmetry of the western façade
with the arched windows, allowing for a doomed
structural overhead plane above the building.

Figure 122:
Auckland Railway Model Experimentation
(Figure by author)
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The extensions to the Auckland Railway Station due to
the change of typology, has seen the rear elements of
the existing building have been consumed within the
previous development forms.
Through redevelopment elements of the site will be
removed resulting in a partial site development.
Similar to the steel structure (originally created to form
a glass overhead plane above the original railway
platform), the new form will create an overhead
development on structural elements which interact
with the existing building.
The floating development will see structure which
interferes with the existing building, to minimise the
impact of these new elements on the façade the
structural elements will site outside of the western
façade and reflect arches that are found on the
windows of the main section of the building behind.

Figure 123:
Auckland Railway Development Focus
(Adapted by author)
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Concept
The initial concept for the Auckland Railway Station
is to separate the new and old elements of design
while being reflective of the old arches within the new
structure.
A repetitive form is also reflective of the original
elements although emphasised through the
disconnection and separation of forms.
The structural axis of the new development forms view
shafts through the building similarly to the linear views
through the existing railway platforms, creating an
opportunity for the existing building to be opened up
to the structure hovering above.

Figure 124:
Auckland Railway Experimentation Outcome
(Figure by author)

Figure 125:
Auckland Railway Structural Impact
(Figure by author)
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Reflection
The initial reflection of the Auckland Railway Station
raised a few issues. The building had a large structural
impact on the building below, the Railway Station also
had a difficult site due to the restrictions imposed by
Auckland council because of its location.
Due to its location this building also covers a large
site area with a resulting concept limited in possible
vertical development to reflect the surrounding
building environment. Because of these issues the
site has the ability for a dense mid-rise intensification
rather than a high-rise development.
The conceptual design outcome utilises a split site
demolition and development to enhance important
aspects of the existing Railways identity. The new
development also references these important elements
and reflects them within mass proportion and layout
of the building.
The outcome also emphasizes the ideals of
intensification and surrounding development while
referencing the existing building elements through a
mass reflection.

Figure 126:
Auckland Railway Reflection (Figure by author)
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12. Conclusion

This project aimed to achieve a different approach to the
adaptive reuse of a historic building. From the outset of
this project, the identity of a building has been prevalent,
trying to understand how the fundamentals of identity
then apply to the elements of a building established
the formulation of the Theseus’s Ship analysis. Through
the analysis of precedents, the design guidelines were
defined and inherently used as drivers for the conceptual
outcomes and analysis. This resulted in the massing of
the designs defined in this document.
Starting as a review of adaptive reuse buildings relating
to sustainability, the project had a change of focus.
Through research of the existing typologies in Auckland
my research question [page 21] changed toward the issue
of damage to the historic landscape of the city through
development. From an early stage it became evident that
identity was an issue within the adaptive reuse typology,
as a result, Theseus’s Ship became the metaphor for a
design analysis tool and basis for the formulation of the
development guidelines. [page 39]
While researching the site [page 109] it became apparent
that the current glass adaptive reuse typology was
damaging the historic landscape in Auckland City, and
researching a single building would not provide the
best approach to the adaptive reuse typology. The aim
was to create an alternative design approach for these
developments.
During the investigation process of the precedents, the
design guidelines were formulated as a result of the
buildings’ drawn analysis.

Through the development requirements of the
building, the restrictions of retaining the building
became more prevalent. Utilising a ‘Glass Box’ design
as a control allowed for conceptual development to
move from the relatively worst outcome of demolition,
to the best of restoration. The project falls within these
constraints as an experiment to find the best approach.

Auckland Railway Station provided a difficult site
as urban building sprawl became an issue, the
design outcome for this building had to take into
consideration that the site would not be fully
developed, instead this design would utilise a split
site demolition and development to enhance the
important elements of the existing buildings identity.

The precedents referred to in this document have
illustrated that, even in other cities with more historical
context than Auckland, more robust designs that
compliment, contrast, augment or supplement the
historic buildings can be successful in providing both
a compatible language with the building and, of equal
importance, maintain urban identity.

The proposed designs are each uniquely designed for
the specific buildings and is compliant with the Council’s
guidelines. Each design considers the relationship
and impact of the site and surrounding buildings, the
impact of the natural environment and the properties
and restraints of the historic building. The issue of loss
of heritage and resulting loss of identity is a problem
unlikely to be solved, but proposing a design approach
from which mitigates these issues may provide a
guideline for a change in architectural language.

In summary, the research project aimed to explore
the development of three different building sites
and designs within Auckland City. The combination
of building analysis and integration experimentation
has resulted in high rise developments from which
reflect the historic identity. With the success of
the experimentation, the future identity within
development would be retained with an adapted
historic landscape which is able to be retained through
development.

As a city is gradually replaced by new buildings on top
of old, its historical identity is more likely to be retained
by designs that are unique to the historic building
rather than designs that are claimed to be anonymous
glass blocks.

The design outcome for the Auckland Town Hall
provided a mass approach which was respectful to
the prominent bell tower, façade design and most
important, the internal elements. The reflection of
floor plan shape and detailing of the addition allowed
for a connection between new and old elements
while providing the vertical development required for
that section of the city.

The designs are not put forward as being optimum for
each site. This research project is equally concerned
with the process as with the product. It is a criticism of
the ubiquitous ‘glass block’ as a typology that is too
often used in an historical context as being ‘neutral’
in style and, thereby, not conflicting with the language
of a historic building. The assertion of this research is
that glass block buildings are not a neutral style but,
by their predominance, they are gradually removing
the identity of the city.

The Dilworth building being situated within a section
of the city with the highest development potential
is the most likely to be developed in the future. The
design outcome for this site also provided a respect
for the exiting verticality and detailing elements of
the existing building while developing the site within
the high-rise development of the area.

Specifically, for the high-rise typology I feel that the
Auckland Railway Station is a less successful proposal
for adaption as it resides in an area on the outside of
the city with many height restrictions being enforced.
If this project had more time to explore further options
I would focus more on choosing a site located within
the main development area of the city and toward the
waterfront would be more beneficial to the resulting
outcome.
Reflection of this process has made me aware of the
disconnection between modern historical design. This
is a missing area of research within the adaptive reuse
field. My proposed designs reflected elements of the
existing, whereas another approach could be on the
modern interpretation of elements and the connection
with the existing.

Figure 127:
Experiment Focus (Figure by author)
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13. Final Design
Auckland Town Hall
Dilworth Building
Auckland Railway Station

Figure 128:
Presentation Photo (Figure by author)
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Figure 129:
Town Hall 1/2 (Figure by author)

Figure 130:
Town Hall 2/2 (Figure by author)
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Figure 131:
Dilworth 1/2 (Figure by author)

Figure 132:
Dilworth 2/2 (Figure by author)
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Figure 133:
Railway Station 1/2 (Figure by author)

Figure 134:
Railway Station 2/2 (Figure by author)
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Figure 135:
Renders 1/2 (Figure by author)

Figure 136:
Renders 2/2 (Figure by author)
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Figure 137:
Town Hall Final Model (Figure by author)

Figure 138:
Dilworth Final Model (Figure by author)
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Figure 139:
Railway Final Model (Figure by author)

Figure 140:
Full Presentation (Figure by author)
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“The judgement of beauty was based purely on the
visual enjoyment of the shape.”107

107 Branko Mitrovic, Philosophy for Architects, (Princeton Architectural
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